
THE BRIGHTER 
SIDE OF SHIPPING

The� Protection
Porch piracy is on the rise, but they 
won’t steal your good customer ratings. 
With UPS Capital, you’re covered for 
mysterious disappearances of goods 
post-delivery. 

Non-Delivery Coverage
If a shipment is headed back to you 
due to being refused or returned, 
you’re still covered.  If a package gets 
damaged or doesn’t �nd its way back 
for any reason, you’re not out of luck. 

Expedited  Reshipment
When the worst does happen, your 
customers will never have to go without 
their item for long. You can reship and 
relax because we cover expediting costs 
up to 20% of the insured value. 

Extended Claims Period 
Give your customers peace of mind 
knowing they have time after a package is 
delivered to identify any damage with up 
to 90 days to report concealed damages 
and up to 9 months to �le claims.

Fast Claims Payment
Never stress about tracking down a 
claim again. We pay most of our claims 
in a matter of days, and you will always 
have access to our 24/7 claims portal.  

Full-Value Reimbursement 
Get coverage for what it’s really 
worth. With us, you’re reimbursed up 
to the invoice value of your shipped 
goods, plus freight – in the event of a 
loss or damage.  
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Insurance coverage is underwritten by an authorized insurance company and issued through licensed insurance producers, including UPS Capital Insurance Agency, Inc. (“UPSCIA”), a subsidiary of UPS Capital Corporation (“UPS 
Capital”). The insurance company, UPSCIA and its licensed affiliates reserve the right to change or cancel the program at any time. You may be offered the opportunity to insure eligible shipments under a policy of insurance 
(the “Policy”) issued: (i) directly to you; (ii) to UPS Capital; or (iii) to the sender/ publisher of this communication.  Where the Policy is issued to UPS Capital or such sender/publisher, such Policy extends coverage to your eligible 
shipments, but you are neither an insured nor an additional insured under such Policy. In the event of a loss covered under such Policy, any resulting claim payment shall be directed to you as a loss payee. This information 
does not in any way alter or amend the terms, limitations or exclusions of the applicable Policy and is intended only as a brief summary. Insurance coverage is not available in all jurisdictions and coverage is governed by the 
terms, conditions, limitations and exclusions set forth in the applicable Policy.

www.upscapital.com

Shipping problems are inevitable, but time wasted 
xing them doesn’t have to be.
 
InsureSheld™ shipping insurance helps you handle the everyday issues that come up, providing a 
better customer experience and reducing frustration in the process. 

Coverage you and your customers 
can count on.

For coverage beyond UPS® shipments, contact your account manager or call 877-263-8772.


